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Abstract

The principal idea of these software tools is to endow the cardiologists with an appropriate ability covering all their necessities, looking for the detection and analyze of the interesting regions of the myocardium under consideration. To be exactly, the study of the microcirculation in the walls of the myocardium lead us to the analysis of ultrasound contrast echocardiography on perfusion phase after the administration of the adequate contrast agent.

The specialists have enough and complete instrumentation to get myocardial contrast echocardiography, but the possibility of analysing is reduced. There are several techniques to detect the infarction area, but the facility to quantify its level of damage (necrosis) by specific data is still limited nowadays. These programs offer the user a complete capacity to display different parameters on perfusion images. This is the lack that cover the software presented in this article together with the results obtained using them during the evaluation of the microvasculation.

1. Introduction

Nowadays, contrast myocardial echocardiography has been proposed as the most suitable technique to examine the microvasculature on an infarcted myocardium, studying the ability of the left ventricle walls to absorb the contrast agent supplied [1].

The failure of absorbing leads us to the necrosis because of the obstruction of the coronary artery. It is essential to open it using appropriate thrombolytic medication and also angioplasty. To get a fitting diagnosis of the microcirculation is decisive a reliable regional myocardial perfusion assessment. There are two options: intracoronary or intravenous myocardial contrast echocardiography, based on the large acoustical impedance between ultrasound contrast agents injected through a coronary catheter and the blood by itself [2-4].

After this administration, the walls of the left ventricle arrive to the perfusion phase. A thoroughly study of this variation of the opacification allows the cardiologists to define an ischemic heart attack [5-6].

Then, the doctors have several methods of cardiac image registration [7] where had been developed several detection techniques to evaluate on real-time this myocardial contrast enhancement [1][8-10]. Anyways, the cardiologists only use the actual medical instrumentation to describe the microvasculature on the walls of the myocardium. They get a subjective and qualitative analysis. That is the reason why the implementation of these software called Perfusion Echum (P-Echum) and ICARO is crucial for searching a more objective and quantitative valuing.

2. Methods

We faced the creation and development of P-Echum and ICARO taking a great advantage of the powerful ability of calculation of MATLAB 6.5 (The Mathworks Inc., Natick, MA, USA). Because of its friendly graphical user interface (GUI), we also guarantee the user easy-to-use computer software.

The Service of Cardiology of the University Clinic Hospital of Valencia (Spain) kindly provides the perfusion videos used by both programs. These videos were digitally taken from Agilent SONOS 5500 Echocardiograph (PHILIPS) after contrast agent administration called SonoVue [5-6].

After reviewing several analysis methods on real time [7-11] and defining the requirements of P-Echum, we start the implementation of this software by checking segmentation techniques to automatize the selection of the different regions [1][8][11]. The final option was to offer the user all the control about all the regions and zones, just to display different parameters like area, intensity, percentage ratios among others.

By the other hand, the Video Editor integrated in MATLAB 6.5 allows the automatic creation of perfusion
sequences from a real time video, and also extraction of specific frames from the same video. Using this Editor, ICARO analyze the contrast and tiger-intensity capture.

3. Results

The study of the microcirculation on the walls of the left ventricle requires a very exhaustive analysis of the perfusion images. Specifically, the cardiologists deal with two different myocardial contrast echocardiography according to its contrast administration (intracoronary –ic– and intravenous –iv–) and also its comparison. Being much more specific, 80 ic perfusion studies and 60 iv perfusion studies (all real cases) have been taken into account, with a quantification study time from 5 to 15 minutes.

Before presenting the results obtained by this study, we show both softwares with the options offered to the user.

3.1. Perfusion Echum

Perfusion Echum offers the cardiologist the option to analyse the infracted zone, and also three interesting zones where the user can analyse any plane (two cavities, four cavities) and any level (basal, mid, apical). From any zone, the program gives different parameters like an area or intensity mean, and also several percentage ratios.

The study of the infracted zone means the first step to carry out an appropriate analysis of the microvasculation. The user should choose the suitable frame from the perfusion video where we focus this study. After that, it is important to access to the calibration phase (the user can define the relationship between pixels and centimetres on the perfusion image, and also the intensity mean as a maximum reference on the same frame).

On the principal window, the cardiologist can begin the manually selection of four regions: 1. Infarcted region, 2. Left ventricle region, 3. Manual no reflow region, and 4. Automatic no reflow region. The last one would be calculated by the program thanks to a no reflow threshold defined by the user. After de selection of these regions, P-Echum displays the parameters of area (centimetres square) and intensity mean (dimensional) of every one of them. We can also see different percentage ratios defined by default: infarction percentage, manual no reflow percentage, automatic no reflow percentage, manual total no reflow percentage, and automatic total no reflow percentage.

The second part of the analysis of the microcirculation takes the specialist to the study of almost three interesting zones. On these windows, we can select another perfusion echocardiographic video depending on the selected plane or/and section of the myocardium. In any case, it is important not to forget the calibration phase to describe.
the real dimensions of the perfusion image.

Now, the user only can pick up three regions: 1. Interesting region, 2. Manual no reflow region, and 3. Automatic no reflow region. The last one would be drawn by the program again, and the other regions would be established by the cardiologist. After the selection of these regions, would be displayed their parameters of area and intensity mean and also some by default percentage ratios: manual no reflow percentage, and automatic no reflow percentage.

After the study of these zones, the program present all the parameters of any region of any zone and also the by default percentage ratios (see figure 1). It is possible to store these numeric and personal data on a file, using different formats. In general, *P-Echum* creates a web file (html) and also an image file (bmp, fig). The user can also print by printer this same window, and the rest of the windows where the study had been taken placed.

### 3.2. ICARO

*ICARO* completes the analysis of the microcirculation calculating contrast raising parameters, like the trigger-intensity valuing and the myocardial flow valuing. From ic and iv myocardial contrast echocardiography, it is possible to evaluate the intensity level in every segment, offering a normalized quantification of these levels. The analysis of the first-step perfusion sequences of myocardial contrast echocardiography allows the calculation of the most important parameters of the raising curve in every segment, emphasizing the maximum plateau level, the raising slope, and the product between both valuing [12]. The evaluation of these characteristic parameters will be taken into account following three different views (long paraexternal, four cameras, and two cameras) [13].

The results of the analysis, such as by segments (17 segments) as by territories (anterior, lateral and posterior) will be resumed in a report document using web format, containing text, video and images. *ICARO* allows to import and to export these results automatically such as to data bases as to statistical analysis programs, making more easy the following of the patients and the elaboration of statistical studies with an elevate number of real cases.

In figure 2, we can observe the main window of *ICARO*. According to the segments and the territories (defined on the right side of the window), it is possible to obtain different parameters after selecting the point where the user wants to evaluate the behaviour of the contrast agent, for example (on the echocardiography image). Later, the results obtained from this analysis will be resumed in the adequate report.

### 4. Discussion and conclusions

Both software programs have the significant objective to endow the cardiologists a crucial ability to analyze any myocardial contrast echocardiography. The idea is to offer the user objective and quantitative valuing of the microcirculation on the walls of the left ventricle, looking for several interesting parameters and percentage ratios.
Remember that the actual medical instrumentation only gives a subjective and qualitative valuing of the ischemic myocardium.

We have to point out on the great handling of these softwares because of their great adaptability to the user’s necessities and also to his/her knowledge about computer systems. In that way, both programs suppose an easy-to-use tool thanks to the very complete help menu.

Starting from the situation described lines before, the specialist use P-Echum and ICARO to get some interesting results. The well-diagnosed cases using iv method suppose the 95% (98% using ic method) of the 80% no-reflow cases detected by the reference method (ic method). It is important to point out that the main technique used in many hospitals as the most adequate is the last one (reference method). In this same direction, the use of trigger images is more correct than myocardial softwares because of their great adaptability to the user’s systems. In that way, both programs suppose an easy-to-use tool thanks to the very complete help menu.

We can define a serious ischemic myocardium infarct under the 25-30% of the reference intensity mean selected by the user on the calibration phase corresponding to the reflow region on the walls of the left ventricle. It means that more than the 50% of the infarcted area described by the cardiologist manually represents the real no-reflow area (all the cases under consideration have infarcted percentage ratios between 30% and 40% -important heart attack-). After a thorough pursuit of these clinical cases during six months, and thanks to the appropriate medication, we can point out the reduction of the infarcted percentage ratio on a 40-50% depending of every case.

In conclusion, P-Echum and ICARO have been totally created and developed by the BET Research Group of the Universidad Politécnica de Valencia and have been satisfactorily tested on the Cardiology Department of the Hospital Clinico Universitario of Valencia for six months. The results obtained during the evaluation of the microvasculuation using both software programs for both contrast analysis methods confirm the advantages of one metod (iv) over the other one (ic), specially in relation with the patients and their comfort.
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